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The regular season is all but over and the
Winnipeg Blue Bombers will already be looking

forward to the first game of their playoff run. “I’m
proud of all the work we did to give ourselves a

chance”, said head coach Mike O’Shea. “We
didn’t play our best football today”, said O’Shea.
“I still believe that we can be even better and I

expect us to get better as the playoffs
approach.” The Bombers took a 27-0 lead into

the fourth quarter before allowing the Argonauts
to rattle off three field goals, leaving the Blue

and Gold with a disappointing 26-24 loss. “It was
a tough day for us”, said O’Shea. “We were not

very good and that’s going to be the kind of
environment we’re going to have to be in going

forward.” It was an exciting day at the MTS
Centre, where the Blue Bombers opened play a
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pair of CFL legends. First came Retired Hall of
Famer, quarterback Danny McManus who threw
to former Bomber, wide receiver–turned–mumler

Ken Ploen. The duo connected for six catches,
plus a penalty yard and a game-tying touchdown

pass in the fourth quarter. Just before the half,
the Argos called in a pair of legends as well. It

was former Edmonton Eskimos great wide
receiver — and current head coach of his
namesake team — Marc Lalonde. Lalonde

connected with his former Eskimos teammate,
playmaker Maurice ‘Rocket’ Richard, for two first

half touchdowns. “It was great to have two
legends in their first game in their first game with
their first team”, said Bombers quarterback Buck

Pierce. “I think they’re looking forward to their
time with us and it’s a great opportunity to see

two legends run around.” “
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The first film in the franchise, Tarzan was
released on 18 May 1920 by Goldwyn Pictures
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Download! Fresca is 100% FREE to use and

doesn't require a watermark. Monitor and Adjust
all of the tools. For the best experience, install

Fresca using Google Chrome. DESCRIPTION This
tool requires the Canny edge detector from

Matlab with the samples on the x-axis and y-axis,
and the sigma = 0.3. For example: >> Edge

detection example data set >> s = 7; >> x =
linspace(0,s,100); >> y = x.^2-2.*x+100.^2; >>

X = vertcat(x); >> Y = vertcat(y); >> Z =
cv::Canny(X,Y,sigma,sigma); >> det =

cv::threshold(Z,0,255,CV_THRESH_BINARY |
CV_THRESH_OTSU); >> drawContours(det,[0

2],black); >> imshow('1',det); >> pause; OTHER
CONVERSION TOOLS If you would like to test for

equality or approximate equality: 0 = inf, 1 = inf,
2 = inf, 3 = inf, 4 = inf, 5 = inf, 6 = inf, 7 = inf,
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